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Since Long Before Airbnb, Travelers Have Praised
Newcastle Executive Apartments

With 30-year anniversary for pioneering company drawing near,
travelers enjoy access to more than 350 fully serviced apartment
accommodations throughout area, Newcastle Executive
Apartments reports

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEWCASTLE, Australia -- Since decades before Airbnb came online, Newcastle
Executive Apartments has been providing the same type of motel-style apartment
accommodation at convenient locations throughout the metropolitan area. With
the 30-year anniversary of the company's founding on the way, arranging for
comfortable, executive-class accommodation in Newcastle, Australia has never
been easier or more affordable. Now offering access to more than 350 properties
all across the Greater Newcastle Metropolitan Area, Newcastle Executive
Apartments is a pioneer with a decades-long history of success.

"The Hunter Region is a true Australian treasure, and there are few better places
to visit or do business," said Newcastle Executive Apartments owner Tony
Hughes. "We love this area and the city of Newcastle itself, and it is always a
pleasure to provide travelers with comfortable, apartment-style accommodations
that make their time here even more enjoyable. For nearly 30 years now, we've
specialized in an especially convenient style of accommodation that has since
become associated in the minds of many with services like Airbnb. We're proud
to have paved the way and to remain the Newcastle area's leading provider after
so many years in business."

Soon to celebrate its own tenth anniversary, San Francisco-based Airbnb allows
travelers to book lodgings offered by the owners of apartments, homes, and other
private residences. With the company now valued at $31 billion American and
operating in nearly 200 countries worldwide, it is thought by some to have
invented this increasingly popular type of accommodation.

In fact, Newcastle Executive Apartments has since its own 1989 founding offered
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similarly convenient, comfortable, apartment-style accommodations to corporate
travelers and other Hunter Valley visitors. As the "about Newcastle Executive
Apartments" page at the company's website details, it began as a cozy bed and
breakfast that included several guest apartments and has grown steadily ever
since. Now offering access to more than 350 properties all across the region,
Newcastle Executive Apartments has built up a nearly 30-year history of
providing comfortable, modern apartment accommodations that help guests
make the most of their time in the area.

About Newcastle Executive Apartments:
Offering top-quality, apartment-style accommodations at more than 350
properties in the Newcastle metropolitan area, Newcastle Executive Apartments
is dedicated to providing the best possible service to each guest at all times.

Media Contact:
Tony Hughes
Newcastle Executive Apartments
189 Newcastle Rd, Jesmond, NSW, 2299, Australia
Telephone: 02 49 555 888
Email: res@jev.com.au
Website: https://www.newcastleapartments.com.au/about-us/
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